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WORDS FROM
OUR CEO

Light Tree Ventures is a company
specialized in Research, Development and
Manufacturing of Light Therapy Devices. Our
mission is to heal people through the pow-

At Light Tree Ventures Group, we are committed
to quality and we are continuously improving
our manufactured products and facilities. We
enforce quality control to ensure the best possible service is delivered to you or your consumer.
Our locations are FDA registered and comply
with ISO medical standards that are essential
for the FDA 510(K) medical devices we manufacture for you.
We take our European philosophy very seriously,
both in working style and development such as
investing heavily in our employees, R&D and the
expansion of our off ices and facilities worldwide.

er of light. We accomplish that by researching new effective treatments, designing and
developing meaningful devices, producing
high quality for competitive prices, and getting regulatory approval on our products. LTV
is a one-stop-shop for every company (big or
small) that wants to take advantage of the
Light Therapy opportunities.

Introduction

We invite you to take some time to see what we
can offer your company and we hope to welcome you soon within our LTV family!
Let’s unleash the power of light together!

Bright Regards,
Kim Laurens Markwat
CO-Founder & CEO
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History Of LTV
More than 15 years of
innovation in light!
“Over a period of 15 years,
we have continued to
improve people’s life by
using the power of light!”

2009: Kaiyan Medical
Kaiyan Medical was founded back in 2005 by Alain Dijkstra.
Kaiyan Medical started in the Light therapy industry with Teeth
Whitening devices and expanded over the years to one of the
largest producers and manufacturing companies of LLLT and
LED therapy products and devices in the world.
Kaiyan’s facility is located in the heart of Shenzhen, China. Recently a bunch of glowing articles about Shenzhen appeared
in the Western press. They tend to focus on the long list of tech
companies headquartered in Shenzhen. The city is considered
to be the electronics capital of the world much like the Silicon Valley for hardware. It is a purpose-built city that caters to
electronics and it is where we have made our home for over 10
years.
Kaiyan is committed to quality and we are continuously im
proving our manufactured products and facility. Kaiyan enforces quality control to ensure the best possible service or product
is delivered to the client or consumer.
Our factory is FDA registered and complies with ISO medical
standards that are essential for the FDA 510(K) medical devices
we manufacture for our clients worldwide.

2011 : USA Fulf illment Center
To stay the “one-stop-shop” for our clients, we opened a repair
and fulf illment center in Denver, USA.

2009-2020
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History of Light Tree Ventures Group

2013: Patents
We are prolif ic investors in intellectual property, and we own
over 50 patents. Patents - that consist of invention, design, and
utility ones - play an increasingly important role in innovation.
Patents can be offered to our clients to maintain market competitiveness.

2018: Opening HQ in
the Netherlands
Kaiyan Medical and a Dutch based company Delft Engineers
(specialized in Research and product development) decided to
combine forces. Together they established the company Light
Tree Ventures Group. After this collaboration all the locations
will operate under LTV Group.
Together with a head off ice in Europe, we are able to provide
excellent worldwide communication, with our staff speaking
multiple languages fluently, resulting in a quality customer service and products of the highest standard.
We continue to grow, innovate and produce uncompromising
quality products. This, while keeping our humble beginnings
and family business mindset close to our heart.

2020 : Expansion to India
LTV Group expanded its manufacturing possibilities to India.
Electronics are also a major industry because India is home to
the third-largest pool of scientists and technicians in the world.
Skilled manpower, strong design, and R&D capabilities are advanced and abundant. This gave the LTV Group conf idence to
set up an R&D and manufacturing facility in New Delhi, India.
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Facts about LTV group

1

4 Off ices and
2 factories
worldwide

2

3

Factory Size :
6000 sq. Meters

4

Over 200
employees

Our headquarters is in the Netherlands and
our factories are based in China and India.
In other words, we combine high quality
with competitive prices.
To this day, we are continuing to grow, innovate and produce uncompromising quality
products for people throughout the power
of light!

Production capacity : over
50.000 devices
per month
Denver, USA

5

The Hague,
The Netherlands
Shenzhen,
China

Total Annual
Revenue :
+$ 25.000.000

New Delhi, India
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About Light Therapy

WHAT IS LIGHT
THERAPY?
Sounds like magic,
works like science!

LIGHT
THERAPY
Light is just like food and water.
Our body needs it to survive and be
healthy.
Light therapy is discovered and introduced by NASA in the mid 20th century. It was mainly used for astronauts
traveling to space, to make sure they
stayed healthy and could treat certain
physical and mental issues.
The cornerstone of why Light Therapy works is because it increases your
blood circulation and your production
of ATP (creates more energy for your
body cells).
These two benef its are the foundation
for the majority of treatments. Additional benef its are mainly treatment
specif ic. (See chapter Treatments for
more information).
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Anti-Acne
Anti-Aging

TREATMENTS

Oral Care
Hair Growth
Pain Relief
Muscle Recovery
Pet Care
Disinfection
Teeth Whitening
Other Treatments

Anti-Acne
(Beauty)
More than 80% of people suffer f rom
acne at least during a period in their
lives. Light Therapy is an excellent
solution for this problem. It has the
following benef its:
Reduction of acne through the killing of acne causing bacteria
Healing of scars and tissue
Soothes the skin
Increased blood circulation

This treatment is provided through
masks and handheld devices The treatment uses blue light and red light.
Increased elastin and collagen production
Smoother and more vibrant skin
Reduction of wrinkles and f ine lines
Increased blood circulation
Increased ATP production
This treatment is provided through
masks and handheld devices.

Increased ATP production
This treatment is provided through
masks and handheld devices The
treatment uses blue light and red
light.
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Anti-Aging
(Beauty)
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Oral Care
(Beauty)
This is focused on people who want to
increase the health of their gums. The
main wavelengths that are used are
blue, red and inf ra-red. It has the following benef its:
Increased blood circulation
Increased ATP production
Healthier gums
Reduction of unhealthy bacteria
Less small wounds or gum problems
This treatment is provided through
small devices that can be put into the
mouth.

This is focused on people who suffer
f rom hair loss or very thin hair. This is
slightly different than LED light therapy, since it used LLLT. (Lower level
laser therapy). This is a slightly more
intense form of light therapy. It has
the following benef its:
Increases delivery of oxygen & nutrients to the follicle to help promote
hair growth
Energizes and awakens weakened
or dormant hair follickes
Reverses thinning hair and restores
natural growth cycle
Stimulates hair to grow fuller,
denser and stronger
This treatment is provided through
hair band or cap.

Hair Care
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(Beauty)
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Pain Relief
(Health & Sport)
This is focused on people with pain
or people that want to recover faster
f rom sports or other physical activities or injuries. The main wavelengths
of light used are red and inf ra-red. It
has the following benef its:
Alleviates pain in the joints, tissue,
bones and muscles
Increased blood circulation
Increased ATP production
Speeds up recovery time
Increased flexibility
Alleviates tension
This treatment is provided through
pads, panel and handheld devices.
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This is focused on people with pain
or people that want to recover faster
f rom sports or other physical activities or injuries. The main wavelengths
of light used are red and inf ra-red. It
has the following benef its:
Muscle heating and relaxation
Increased blood circulation
Increased ATP production
Relief of pain in bones, tissue and/or
muscles targeted
Faster recovery
Stimulates muscle growth
This treatment is provided through
pads, panel and hadheld devices.

Muscle
Recovery
(Health & Sports)
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Pet Care
Using LEDs or LASER diodes, LLLT
penetrates your animal’s skin, blood,
muscle, and bone using specif ic wavelengths of photons. Because of the way
it energizes the cells, red light can help
with a number of health conditions in
animals, including the following:
Promote healing of skin conditions
Wound healing
Reduce inflammation and discomfort
from musculoskeletal problem
Improve muscle tone & overall condition
Regenerate tissue
Relaxation
Increase blood circulation
Pain relief
Relief Osteoarthritis
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At the moment, cleanliness is a high
priority considering the global impact
of COVID-19. It makes everyone more
concerned about their daily hygiene.
LTV has created at-home or portable
UV sanitizer devices to help reduce
bacteria and germs on your electronic
devices and household items such as
phone and keys.
It sterilizes your items very quick. Beyond UV-sanitizing devices that clean
your tech, there are also products that
LTV can develop such as water bottles
that self-clean. These also employ UV-C
light to rid germs and viruses on the
inner part.
At LTV, we are beyond than LED light
therapy devices. As the biggest producer of LED light therapy devices, we
also produce the Light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) that generate UV-C radiation,
which are also becoming more commonly available.

Disinfection
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Teeth
Whitening
This is one of our best-selling teeth
whitening lights. All of the parts are
made f rom aluminum and stainless
steel. The LED head unit reduces
heat, for maximum comfort during
treatment. This device comes with
an aluminum wheelbase that can be
easily assembled and disassembled in
minutes - and comes in an Aluminium wheeled carry case.
German Osram LEDs for performance and reliability
LED life expectancy > 50.000 hours
Ideal for beauty salons, mobile
practitioners, and clinics
Can be easily assembled/disassembled for mobility
Lightweight and sturdy for superior
maneuverability
Treatment time is 30 minutes
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Besides those treatments there is even
more possible with light. Below an
overview of all other treatments. Starting with the FDA cleared treatments:
Vitiligo

Psoriasis

Herpes

Slimming

Some treatments are still in the clinical research stage. Treatments with
the most promising results are:
Rosacea

Dry Eyes

Sleep (Optimizing your Circadian
Rhytm)

Allergy

Female Incontinence

Neuropathy

Glaucoma and macular
degeneration
Disclaimer: All specified benefits in this catalogue are based on clinical studies and/or FDA clearance.
For certification in other countries/regions of the world please contact us.

Other
Treatments
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Our Services

Tailor-made Devices
Ready-to-go Devices
Add-on Services

Tailor-made
Development Process
Tailor-made
Devices
Your creativity and ideas are
limitless, just like our perseverance
of making them a reality.

FOR A TAILOR MADE DEVICE THAT FITS
PERFECTLY WITHIN YOUR BRAND AND
TARGET MARKET.
WEEK 1

We are dedicated to make your dream a
reality. We do this by listening to your
vision and supplementing it with our own

Ideation

Research

Design

Tooling&Moulding

Prototyping

Development

Quality Control

Production

Delivery

research and industry expertise. We are
passionate about developing a product
that f its perfect within your brand and
has a f it with your target market.
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Ready-to-go
device
Need a high quality product quick
and without too much fuss? Choose
one of our ready-to-go products.

1

Choose product modif ication
Packaging

Manual

Color of Device

Logo on Device

Sit back and relax! We will
make the quotation for you

5

Choose the type of the device
Anti Acne

Anti-Aging

Muscle Recovery

Pain Relief

Oral Care

Hair Growth

We will send a product sample based
on your preference

Others

Product order

Choose the type of the device

2

7
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Hand-held

Pad

Panel

6

Within 4-6 weeks, the product will be
delivered to your warehouse

The products are ready to sell!

Mask

4

8

Others
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ADD-ON
SERVICES
Besides Tailor-made development
and ready-to-go devices, we offer
additional services to ensure we are
truly a one-stop-shop for you.

Reasons to
work with us
· A one-stop-shop
· MDSAP and ISO:13485 certif ied
· 15 years of experience with Light Therapy

· Mobile App development
· Committed to high quality and safety
· Website development
· Competitive prices
· Fulf illment in Asia, Europe and US
· Clear communication
· Patents (utility or design)
· Leading innovation
· Trademarks
· International presence
· FDA, MDD/MDR clearance
· Based on science
· Other medical device certif ications for
different regions in the world
· CE marking, FCC- and Rohs certif ication
· Packaging, labelling and manual

· Customer focused
· Collaborative partnerships
· Continuous improvement
· Dutch design and engineering
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Our Happy Clients

“

Customer and
User Review
DemarkQ

Developing new beauty products with Light Tree Ventures is just
great! With their expertise in production, quality products and
beauty-tech, we are able to achieve our goals faster!

Aduro

Since many years Light Tree Ventures is producing our products.
Having the focus on quality, consistency and continuous (small)
improvements, in order to get better every year. Not surprised
that they are market leader in light therapy for consumer technology.

Lumaflex
We had a crazy idea to introduce a new sports light device into
the market. Light Tree Ventures helped us to go f rom rough idea
to f inal end product that perfectly f its our envisioned target user.

VICTORIA BECKHAM

Snooze

Red light is for collagen and blood flow. White light is
anti-inflammatory, healing and f irming. Blue is
antibacterial and so good for blemish prone skin.
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Contact Us

Ready to Develop
your own
light therapy device?
Feel f ree to contact us!

Bunga Ghassani
International Sales
Phone: +31 6 48 08 01 44
Email: bunga@lighttreeventures.com
Wechat ID: bungaghassani

Light Tree Ventures Group
Laan van Ypenburg 108, 2497 GC, The Hague
The Netherlands
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WWW.LIGHTTREEVENTURES.COM
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